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ABSTRACT 

 The investigation of this paper means to find the different destinations of shadowy the travel industry in India. The travel industry in India is significant for the 

nation's economy and its areas developing quickly. The travel industry implies the demonstration and cycle of investing energy away from home in quest for 

amusement unwinding and joy while utilizing the business arrangement. There are many types of the travel industry in light of the reason for visit.in that paper 

we talked about shadow the travel industry improvement and destinations in India. Shadow the travel industry (dark the travel industry, dreary the travel industry) 

has been characterized as the travel industry including travel to places generally connected with death and misfortune likewise arranging a task on shadow the 

travel industry reporting the rising fame of bleak milestones all over the planet. The principal appreciation for shadow areas is their authentic worth as opposed to 

relationship with death and languishing. Holocaust the travel industry contains parts of both shadow and legacy the travel industry. Shadow the travel industry is 

a sheer interest that pushes individuals to string the less common direction to look through their responses so travel by a long shot has forever been connected 

with venture and investigating wonderful spots there are parcel places in India. This exploration paper remembers references to the advancement of shadow the 

travel industry for India. The work remembers references for the advancement of shadow the travel industry in India an objective that has to a great extent 

neglected to work on itself on Indian the travel industry market since this type of the travel industry advancements an objective .shadow the travel industry 

attractions show interest yet additionally comprise of celebration, verifiable references, story heritages, and libertarian legacy this travel industry locales at times 

become one of few leftover components of casualties and level declarations. There is a ton of extension for the improvement of shadow the travel industry in 

India however taking a few endeavours and explicit answers for created shadow the travel industry in India. For this paper utilized auxiliary exploration system 

has been utilized for research for information assortment, optional information gathered from, the writing audit likewise government office information, the travel 

industry online news has been gathered. 

Keywords:Shadow Tourism, DarkTourism, Death and Languishing, Heritages Sites. 

Introduction 

The Indian the travel industry is one of the significant supporters of the economy of the country. The travel industry in India is developing quickly the 

world travel and the travel industry organization determined that travel industry produced income 16.91 lakh crore 2018 and upheld 42.67 million 

positions i.e 8% of its absolute business. The movement and the travel industry seriousness report 2019 positioned india34 out of 140 nations in general 

The travel industry is transitory momentary development of individuals of objections outside the spot of their home the travel industry is embraced for 

entertainment, sight seen, pioneers there are a ton of types of the travel industry like games the travel industry, experience the travel industry, agro-the 

travel industry however in that paper, we examined shadow the travel industry in India. Shadow the travel industry otherwise called distress the travel 

industry affects individuals taking sharp interest in visiting paces that are generally connected to death and misfortune. Likewise, places that are tokens 

of human misery and carnage are subset through this idea sounds a piece weird.it is quick finding the patterns, and in India with such a long history 

shadow the travel industry naturally finds spot.it is a sheer interest pushes individuals to step the less common direction to look for answers.travel by a 

wide margin forever been connected with venture and investigating delightful places yet with this sort of the travel industry finding its ground it just 

makes sense of how the human psyche can't be subdued. 

  Definition of shadow tourism- 

Shadow the travel industry includes vacationer who visits the site of past conflicts and fights, which are restored at the location of past savagery, and 

their local escorts refer to the instances of chivalry, misfortune and individual misery (Genova,2008,p.169) The term shadow the travel industry was 

first referenced by Foley Lennon(1996) in a unique article of the global diary of the study of social and verifiable legacy. Shadow the travel industry 

with its principal item demise is an unmistakable component in the well known social display. India has been honored with a background marked by 

developments, realms, and domains .these verifiable sits have been well known vacationer locations for quite a while. Be that as it may, there are 

authentic objections which have been partner with death, misfortune related with them. There are locales which can be named as shadow the travel 
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industry objections in view of a few ongoing human mediations, for example, fear monger assaults or some normal catastrophe like seismic tremors .in 

India, a few areas are recognized which could fill the need of shadow the travel industry. 

Objectives of the study 

In this exploration paper endeavour, surveying shadow the travel industry could be created as other the travel industry in India. Likewise, a few 

difficulties that the shadow the travel industry would confront and propose a moves toward conquer this issue. The paper named "shadow the travel 

industry destinations in India "looks to address the accompanying goals 

1) To concentrate on popular shadow the travel industry destinations in India 

2) To recommend a few ramifications would be useful in the improvement of shadow the travel industry in India. 

Research Methodology  

For this exploration paper information has been gathered from auxiliary sources it incorporates online sites, Wikipedia, the service of the travel 

industry, world travel and the travel industry chamber report, diaries and articles online distributed likewise electronic media from applicable writing. 

Shadow Tourism Sites in India - 

pretty much every kind of the travel industry exists in India in light of the variety of culture, celebrations, religions, and social circumstances. The 

presence of shadow the travel industry in India not much mindful yet many locales fit in the shadow the travel industry classification. 

 

 
         Source: (https://www.travelpeacockmagazine.com/dark-tourism-in-india-what-attracts-people-to-these-7-sites-of-tragedy/) 

 

1.The Cellular jail, Andaman &Nicobar Island – The cell prison is a steady sign of our unpleasant past when the English realm effectively controlled 

the nation and tormented a great many honest people groups who were battling for opportunity. During English rule, individuals who were shipped off 

jail were known to be given the discipline of Kala Pani as there was no extent of getting away from the disconnected island not to mention the tight 

security.it is popular for the detainment of Indian political dissidents (counting go Savarkar)who were fiercely tormented and compelled to death. 

2.Jallianwalabagh, AmritsarAt the point when we discuss shadow the travel industry in India and jallinwalsbagh tops the rundown. Bloodstained 

walls, projectile loaded wall, and the melancholy mood of jallianwalabagh talk about the awful misfortune it went through on 13 April 1919, on this 

appalling day, individuals assembled to exhibit serene dissent against the capture and removal of two public pioneers I .esatrypal and sifuddinkitchlew. 

much to their dismay that they will be battling for their lives and kick the bucket a terrible passing. On order o9f general dyer, the soldiers of the 

English armed force open terminated without advance notice protestors and impeded section and leave focuses to the spot leaving individuals stuck. 

Today, seen as a dedication of those forfeited their lives. 

3 Kargil war memorial, Ladakh-It is well known for the conflict among India and Pakistan in 1999(Kargil conflict Drass war commemoration is a 

spot to splash the sensation of enthusiasm and boldness of daring Indian troopers who puts their lives in danger to shield the country from outside 

dangers, the adventure of Kargil war began when Pakistan attacked a few pieces of An indian area across the LOC compromising the main course 

associating the spot to Srinagar, to recover the region Indian armed force sent off "activity Vijay "and gave a neck-to-neck battle to the foes. 

4.Gandhi smriti, Delhi-Where mahatma Gandhi was killed and where he spent the most recent 144 days of his life.orignally,t was the place of Indian 

business magnates, the birla family.it is currently home to everlasting Gandhi mixed media gallery .the exhibition hall houses various articles that are 

related with Gandhi's life and demise. Guests can likewise visit the saved room where Gandhi used to reside. Assuming you have forever been 

interested to be familiar with the way of life of Indians well known political dissident, visit this spot and get every one of your inquiries responded to. 
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5.Bhopal disasters, Madhya Pradesh-Bhopal has seen one of the world's most terrible modern fiascos, the contextual analysis of which is many times 

done in rumored organizations and colleges of the world. This gas release occurrence occurred in 1984 in the association carbide plant uncovering more 

than 5 lakhs individuals to harmful methyl isocyanate the eventual outcomes of which can in any case be found in the area.it renowned for the spillage 

of methyl isocyanate from the association carbide plant. 

6 Skeleton lake, Uttarakhand- Roopkund lake, popularaly known as skeleton lake, sits at around 16500 ft over the ocean level the skeletons 

previously came into notice in 1942, when extremely cruel summer made the ice soften, an English woods watch saw countless human skeleton 

remains date back to 850 AD.hoeever from that point forward various hypotheses have approached to make sense of this occurrence, however 

individuals are as yet inquisitive to find answers.When you visit this spot during summers, propositions remains will in any case be there to fill you 

with scariness. 

7 Taj palace hotel, Mumbai-(2008 Mumbai terrorist attack)-One of the notable gems of India,taj royal residence inn is an exemplification of 

excellence, extravagance, effortlessness, and greatness all moved into one known for its top of the line conveniences and convenience, this inn is the 

apple of Mumbai eye. Be that as it may, in 2008 this amazing lodging saw an accursed demonstration against humankind when fear associations 

lakshar-e-taiba went after it alongside different areas of Mumbai. These series of psychological oppressor assaults in Mumbai stunned the country. 

8.Three kings church, Goa- It is also famous for its paranormal activities.it is believed that three kings killed each other to rule over the property of 

this church and people believe that the spirit of these kings in the premises. 

9Wagha border crossing points and ceremonies, Punjab-The border between India and Pakistan showcases every evening ceremony where troops 

from both the nations on their side of the border march and display their might. The beating retreats ceremony has become a major tourist attraction in 

India which attracts foreign tourists as well as domestic tourists in large numbers. 

10 Shaniwarwada forts, Pune-There is believed that a prince was unkindly murdered and there have been various supernatural activities experienced 

by people nearby.so, because of these situations, this place is considered as a part existence of shadow tourism in India. 

11 Dumas beach, surat (Gujarat)-Is the beach covered with black sand and various paranormal activities have been observed here.it is believed the 

person's walking around the beach at night has been dispersed .this is also conspired as a shadow spot in India.  

11 Dow hill in kurseong, Darjeeling- 

Darjeeling is one of the most beautiful cities and simultaneously the most favored shadow tourist sites in India .it’s small hill that is beautiful as well as 

haunted. If the stories are true, it is one of India haunted place. According to terrifying stories, a headless child has been seen walking and dispersing 

into the shadowiness of the woods. The forest is said to be home to an evil creature that causes people to lose mind and become insane. Near that hill 

the small village is a dreamy spot with lovely weather all over the year. Timing for this is 11.00 am to 5.00 pm. 

Challenges faced by shadow tourism in India- 

1. Main problem of shadow tourism in India is the lack of publicity and low publicity level. 

2. Shadow tourism is a new type of tourism so very fewer people aware of these tourist sites so many travel agencies are not able to provide proper 

service to the visitors.   

3. The shadow destinations are inaccessible to the tourist due to less connectivity. 

4.  The government of tourism does not get enough support from the local's side to boost shadow tourism and enhance the satisfaction level of 

shadow tourists. 

5. Also lack of funds for the expansion of the tourism industry is also among the major obstructions faced by shadow tourism. 

6. The shadow tourism sites remain to be maintained making them worst condition year by year losing the charm and genuineness of the place it 

becomes more hunted and unacceptable. 

Suggestions for the development of shadow tourism in India 

1. The first step to promote shadow tourists in India with the help of audio-video as well as print media. 

2. For the development of shadow tourism organizations develop a proper circle of providing services to tourists like accommodation, food, 

providing them a guide, etc.  

3. People living near the shadow tourism sites must have proper knowledge of places and also, they must be protective and supportive toward 

tourists of the nearby places. 

4. The level of reaching and exploring the spot can be done when a circle is created for the tourists visiting the places so there must be created 

proper circuits so as visitors can get access to all the spots they want to. 

5. The citizens, travel organizations relating tourism activities must approach the government to change the existing policies and create new 

once also. 

Conclusions 

After going through the detailed study of shadow tourism in India, it can be concluded that India is accomplished with shadow destinations as well. 

Therefore, India holds the potential for shadow tourism as people from all around the world visit to wander through these sites. Further to get more 

tourists for shadow tourism in the Indian government should arrange for the necessary around these sites so that tourists can come and know about all 

these sites. Theses shadow sits also require to be promoted to make people aware of the existence of so many shadow tourist sites in India. And India 
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will experience a marginal increase in the tourism turnover of both domestic as well as international tourists flowing in to explore a wide variety of 

shadow tourism product available in our country. 
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